PUBLIC NOTICE
Welcoming
Thomas Cook

The Airports Authority of Trinidad and Tobago (“the Authority”)
welcomes Thomas Cook Airlines as the newest addition to the island.
The airbus’ inaugural flight which runs en route Manchester, London to
Tobago arrived at the ANR Robinson International Airport (ANRRIA) on
Sunday 13th November, 2016 (this route is also shared with Barbados).
The Airline’s website praises the experience that can be had in Tobago,
lauding the destination as an outlet for relaxation and scenery. Such
niceties are likewise extended to Trinidad which it describes as
vivacious. Marketing the twin island destination that would help visitors
forget the cold winter, the Thomas Cook Airlines estimates that its
biweekly rotations for this route would see to it a significant influx of
tourists between destinations. Especially enthusiastic of the
prospects of this flight are stakeholders of the tourism
industry, which for obvious reasons would benefit to a
large extent.

Thomas Cook Airlines impressively went all out to promote this inaugural
route as it treated passengers to a cultural exposé of a steel band and
carnival dancers at check- in as well as music food and cocktails at
departure gates. Continuing along the lines of festivity, officials from the
Tobago House of Assembly warmly welcomed the pilot- Captain Simon
Spence and his crew to the island; and officials of the THA presented
cultural tokens to the Captain and Airline officials. Upon their arrival at
ANRRIA, some 127 passengers were once again able to engage with
local culture at the concourse of the ANRRIA as they were welcomed by
music of the steel pan and drums and they were able to sample fruit
cocktails.
The Airports Authority of Trinidad and Tobago is pleased to welcome
Thomas Cook Airlines to its aviation scene and is optimistic of the many
opportunities that would be had by all relevant
stakeholders and supporters.

